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STEPHEN G. KELLISON, JAMES J. MURPHY, LINDA DELGADILLO*
MR. WALTER
L. GRACE:
Today
we have a potpourri
of current
professional
topics.
We have
selected
four topics
that
seem
to
span The widely
varying
kind of activities
going
on in our
profession.
I.

Public

Relations

2.

Current

Academy

3.

Restructuring

4.

Division

of

Activities
of

the

Examinations
Society

The winds
have changed
and continue
with these
changes
in our profession
in itself.

by

Special

Interest

to blow.
Just Keeping
up
is a considerable
task

MS. LINDA
M. DELGADILLO:
This morning
I'd llke to tell you
a little
about
public
relations,
and explain
what it is, why
it's important
for a profession,
and what each of you can do
for public
relations.
One of the first
things
to remember
about
public
relations
is
that it is a relatively
new concept.
It is a Phenomenon
and
a necessity
of our times.
It originally
started
as publlclty,
which
is simply
one group
telling
another
about
itself.
Now,
however,
publicity
is _ust one phase
of public
relatlons.
Today
public
relations
goes beyond
one group
telling
another
about
itself.
It now includes
telling
the group
it represents
what _
think of it.
Public
relations
also helps
its group
determine
what it must do to earn the goodwill
of other
groups.
It plans ways to win that goodwill.
And it carries
on activities
designed
to win.
All of this requires
careful
study and p]annlng,
and sound
pUblic
relations
Planning
begins
wlth two Kinds
of knowledge.
The
first
kind is a self-Knowledge
which
is the understanding
that
people
in a profession
should
have of themselves
and their
respective
fields
of endeavor.
And the second
Kind of knowledae
Is how the profession
appears
to others
you would
have
relationships
With.
Ms. Delgadillo,
Manager
of the

not a member
of the
Society
of Actuaries,

Society,
Chicago,

is Communications
IL.
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If we apply
these
two kinds
of knowledqe
to a definition
of
Public
relations,
we can define
It as helplna
an organization
and Its publics
accommodate
each other.
The essentlal
ingredient
here is the idea of mutual
accommodation,
rather
than a one-slded
imposition
Of a viewpoint.
And when you
talk about
mutual
accommodation,
you're
talKina
about
a
Profession
understanding
and coping
with a human climate.
How
Is:
the

Important
is public
relations
it's _D.%.% important,
because
profession
are very important.

for
the

a Profession?
The
image and prestlqe

answer
of

Familiarity
and reputation
of its name are among
the greatest
assets
any professional
organization
has going
for it.
And
the prominence
of a name is taken as a sign of success,
because
reputation
in an industry
can rarely
be won without
true
accomplishment.
But no matter
how aood the profession's
work
is, the word
of mouth process to tell about that work is too slow and
undependable.
_hat
'_..___..._e
]a_L_l_.__L___]_._r t_
Public
relations
can use existlna
newspapers,
magazines,
radio and
get Its story across
to far more
does it In half the time.

communications
media
llke
TV, to help the profession
interested
People.
And it

One example
of what I'm talking
about
is the Society's
1979 Build
and Blood
Pressure
Study
publicity
campaign.
may have noticed
the displays
at the registration
desk
show some of our work on that campaiqn.

recent
You
which

Essentially
we summarized
the most significant
findings
of
that study
in news
releases,
compared
those
findlnqs
to the
1959 study data,
and designed
some nifty graphics
which
newspapers
and magazines
Could
easily
reproduce,
we sent
out press
packets
with all the information
to newspapers,
radio
and TV stations,
wire servlces,
national
news magazines
and trade publications.
We let people
know
them that actuaries

who we were through
our work.
We
Play important
roles
In People's

showed
lives.

And our efforts
were pretty
successful.
Out of 531 newspaper
clips
received
in the second
week of APril,
which
is when
we released
the information,
I14 were Pickups
of our storyJust about
I out of 5.
The following
week 63 out of 509 c]Ips
were on the Build
and Blood Pressure
Study.
Coverage
remained
good over the next few months
and the story Is still
generating
pieces
across
the country.
In the clips
received
on July
6, for instance,
65 out of 338 were
build and blood
Pressure
items.
We also did a couple
of radio
interv1ews
on the study
findings.
One was Mutual
Broadcasting
Company,
which
has
900 affiliate
stations
around
the country
includlnq
Alaska
and Hawaii,
and CBS radio,
which has over 700 affiliate
stations
around
the country.
The story went out nationally.
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Another
channel
we pursued
wlth our story
came about
wlth
the assistance
of Fred Hunt,
the Director
of Communications
and Government
Liaison
for the American
Academy.
Through
Fred we also sent the Build
and Blood
Pressure
Press
packet
to senators
and congressmen
who were interested
In health
and science
issues.
One result
of Fred's
efforts
on behalf
of the 5oclety
was a letter
from Senator
Ted Kennedy
complimenting
many actuaries
on their
contribution
to the
body of medical
Informat_on.
You have to admit
that's
pretty
nice recognition.
The point
of all of this is that getting
media
endorsement
helps
establish
a profession's
credibility,
authority,
leadership
and success
in Its field.
Tt helps
build
prestige,
and Just as there
is guilt
by association
there
Is also
prestige
by association.
That's
where
you come in as members
of the 5oc_ety
of
Actuaries.
It's part of your responsibiIity
to malntaln
the
prestige
of your profession
and the organizations
that
represent
It.
I consider
all of you to be members
of the
Publ_c
Relations
Committee,
because
in a broad
sense everyone
has a public
relations
responslblllty.
One way that you can help your profession
ls through
your
participation
in meetings.
I cannot
stress
too much the
importance
of advance
Preparation
if you are delivering
a
speech
or participatina
in a panel
discussion.
You should
try to write
your
remarks
out beforehand.
MaKe a dry run
Presentation
to someone
at your Company
or at your home.
Have your remarks
crltlgued
by members
of your flrms.
Since
you Know your subject
so well You may not realize
that your
message
could be unclear
even to other actuaries.
You can
even take thlnqs
one step farther_
if you are brave enouoh,
and have a non-actuary
listen
to your speeches
once in a while.
And by all means
if you are Part of the Panel
discussion,
talk with your moderators
and Panelists
about
your sessions.
If necessary,
Initiate
a conference
call among
participants
to get things
organized.
And call me; I'I] be glad to help
you in any way that I can.
Practicing
these
things
will not only make you
communicators,
it wlll alSO
help the companies
and the Profession
you belong
to.

better
you represent

Remember
that the actuarial
profession
is aaln_na
visibility
around
the country.
Interest
in the Build
and Blood
Pressure
Study
proves
that.
You are coming
into the llmellqht_
and
you must put your best foot forward.
The prestige
and Image
of your Profession
depends
on it.
There's
one other
new directlon
for

thing
that I would
l_Ke to add about
the
public
relations
that has recently
occurred.
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The Council
of Presidents,
which
Is composed
of the President
and Presldent-Elect
for various
actuarial
oraanizatlons,
have
formed
a Jolnt
Committee
on Public
Relations.
There are two
representatives
from each of the actuarial
organizations,
and we have
the responsibility
to develop
a Public
relations
plan for the profession
to submit
to the Council
of Presidents
by June 1980.
We have the backing
of some very
important
people
in the actuarial
profession
and now we need your support
and your backing
as well.
MR. STEPHEN
G. KELLISON:
This report
is designed
to provide
a brief
summary
of current
activities
of the American
Academy
of Actuaries
since
the 1978 annual
meeting
a year ago which
was held in conjunction
wlth the Society
of Actuaries
in
Chicago.
The scope
and volume
of Academy
activities
has grown
substantially
during
this Past year,
both
Internally
wJthln
the actuarial
profession
and externally
with the Academy's
growing
public
interface
activitieS.
Most of yOU have heard
the comments
of Dale Gustafson,
the
Immediate
Past President
of the Academy
as of two weeks ago,
at the opening
general
session
on Monday
morning.
In his
remarks
Gus gave an excellent
summary
of the origins
of the
Academy,
its development
as a public
interface
organization
for the actuarial
profession
in the United
States,
and the
evolution
of the Academy's
membership
regulrements
to become
a foundation
organization
open
to virtually
all qual_fied
U. S. actuaries
in every
area of specialization
and Practice.
The growth
of Academy
activities
in the last 15 years
or so
Is largely
the result
of the rapid
transformation
of our
profession
from a Private,
Inward-looklng
scient_flc
group
to a public,
outward-looking
profession
wlth public
responsibilities
and accountability.
Since
Gus covered
all
these
areas
In hls talk
I won't
go into them any further.
However,
Gus also mentioned
two major
areas
of Academy
activity
that I would
llke to elaborate
on a little.
The first is
our relationsnlp
alth
the accounting
profession,
and the second
is the area of risk classification.
Both areas
have required
extensive
attention
and activity
during
the Past year and
will probablv
continue
to demand
much attention
for quite
some time.
Our relationship
wlth the accounting
profession
Is primarily
focused
in a Joint
liaison
committee
between
the Academy
and
the AICPA.
Thls Joint
liaison
committee
is designed
to serve
as a forum at which
items
of mutual
Interest
to both
Professions
can be identified
and discussed.
As a result
of the opening
of such channels
of communications,
a number
of constructive
developments
have occurred.
In fact I would
like to read you one of the agendas
of these
meetings
sometlme,
but time simply
does not permit
it.
I think
you would
be
amazed
at the number
of toPicS
that are discussed
by the two
qroups.
The following
is a Partial
list of topics
with which
we have been involved
over the past year
and should
give you
some flavor
for it, but _t's not a complete
list by any means.
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• The "independence"
on monday
morning.
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addressed

• A major
review
of Statement
on Auditing
(commonly
referred
to as SAS 11) which
the work of a specialist."
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at

some

length

Standards
No. 11
concerns
"using

• The Academy
response
to the second
exposure
draft
of the
Financial
Accounting
Standards
Board
concerning
accountlnq
for defined
benefit
pension
plans,
which was a marked
improvement
over the first exposure
draft,
and in this
area I think
it's relatively
safe to say that many of the
improvements
in it were largely
the result of a lot of
hard work on the Part of some actuaries
and the Academy
Director
who spent an extensive
amount
of time with the
FASB and their staff and made constructive
chanaes
that
were incorporated
as a result of that activity
from the
first exposure
draft until the second
one.
• Comments
of the Academy's
Committee
on Financial
Reporting
Principles
on a number
of matters
such as the NAIC
statutory
accounting
manuals,
accounting
for deferred
income
taxes,
accounting
for interest
costs,
a study on defining
what
"generally
accepted
accounting
principles"
might
mean for
mutual
Iife insurance
companies,
and proposed
revisions
in the audit guide for property
and liability
insurance
companies.
This is a smattering
of thinas
which
gives
you some idea as
to the scope
of this activity•
However
one which
wasn't
mentioned
in this list,
and Perhaps
the one that's
received
the most attention
in the past year,
has been the renderinq
of statements
of opinion
on casualty
loss reserves•
Although
this topic
involves
our relationship
with the accounting
profession,
it's much broader
than that•
I think
the issues
are not Just those
of dealing
with the accounting
profession•
As most of you know, the NAZC has required
a statement
of
actuarial
opinion
on the adequacy
of reserves
on the Life and
Accident
and Health
Blank
since
1975.
The basic
issue
in the
current
debate
is whether
or not the NAIC will move to require
a statement
of opinion
in connection
with loss reserves
on the
Fire and Casualty
Blank,
whether
the requirements
will parallel
those
on the llfe blank
or w_ll take some other
direction,
and
finally
who will be qualified
to render
such opinions•
The history
of this issue
goes back over two years
and is
complicated.
I will spare you the details
of the historical
tracing
of what has happened,
since
_t's been reported
throuah
the Academy
News]etter.
Suffice
it to say that a proposal
recognizing
membership
in the AICPA
on an equal footing
with
the Academy
membership
and, moreover,
requiring
independence
of the Person
rendering
the opinion
from the insurer
came
dlsturbingly
close
to being
adopted•
In fact,
for a short
time
it was adopted
and then was later
rescinded•
Since
those
dark
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days of last spring,
the picture
has improved
considerably.
The proposal
currently
on the drawlnq
boards
is similar
to the
requirement
on the life blank and does not explicitly
recoanlze
the AICPA
nor does it require
independence.
I would
caution,
however,
that the issue is far from settled
and major changes
may yet be made.
Also,
there
is a significant
chance
that the
NAIC will not adopt any requirement
at all.
The whole issue
is coming
to a head at the December
meeting
of the NAIC and
you should
watch the results
closely.
The second
area mentioned
by Gus was the area of risk
classification.
This is likely to be a most important
area
of activity
for the Academy
over the next several
years.
The
issue
is a very complicated
one involvlna,
as it does,
various
sub-lssues
in the different
lines
of insurance,
_nvolvement
at both the state
and federal
levels
of government,
and activity
in all three branches
of government--leglslative,
reau]atory,
and Judicial.
The Academy's
unique
Perspective
_n contribution
to the debates
on this issue reflects
the ecumenical
nature
of our membershiP,
which
includes
actuaries
In all areas
of
specialization.
The Academy
Committee
on Risk Classlflcat_on
is focusing
on this Issue
_n a comprehensive,
general
fashion
rather
than becoming
enmeshed
in the intricacies
of issues
in
narrow
areas of application
without
alvlng
conslderation
to
the effects
in other areas of application,
as has unfortunately
been the case Previously
far too often.
One project
that the Committee
has been working
on for over
a year is a development
of a statement
of Principles.
Although
actuaries
have implicitly
used rlsk classification
in their
work since
the beginning
of the profession,
the literature
is
remarkably
devoid
of any general
treatment
of the subject.
I am pleased
to be able to report
that an exposure
draft
of
this statement
of principles
is being
distributed
to the
membership
of the Academy
later this week•
I would
encourage
all of you to read this document
carefully
and send your comments
to the Committee
for their
consideration.
The Committee
is
hopeful
of being
able to finalize
the statement
of principles
by the end of the year.
In terms
of specific
risk classification
issues,
the Committee
is considering
possible
Academy
involvement
in the following
areas:
• First
is HRI00.
If you've
not seen a copy of this bill
you should get a copy because
it is quite a sight.
It
would
outlaw
the use of any of the chacterlstlcs
listed
in the 1964 Civil
Rights
Act, which
includes
sex, in
classifying
risks
for pricing,
underwriting,
etc.,
and,
moreover,
would
be retroactive
to existing
contracts.
So it is a piece
of legislation
which
does deserve
your
attention.
Hearings
wi]l likely
be held during
this
calendar
year -- if not in November
then ProbabIy
very
early
in 1980.
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• Secondly,
numerous
law
will ultimately
decide
connection
with defined

suits
Involving
TIAA
and CREF which
the fate of the unisex
issue
in
contribution
pension
Plans.

• Thirdly,
a Proposal
of
status
as classification

the NAIC to
variables

ban
for

age,
sex and marital
automobile
insurance.

• Fourthly,
a proposal
of the NAIC to ban sex
classification
variable
for health
insurance
to mandate
Pregnancy
benefits.

as a
and moreover

Another
area of developing
interest
for the Academy
is the issue
of specialty
deslgnations•
I should
caution
here that when
we talk about
specialty
designations
you shouldn't
confuse
this
with Harold
Inaraham's
presentation
this morning
on the "D1vlslon
Of the Society
by Special
Interest."
These are two entirely
different
areas.
The basic
issue here
is the auallflcatlon
necessary
to render
actuarial
opinions
or certifications
to
the government
and to the public
at large
in varlous
specialty
areas
such as:
• The

ERI_A

certification

• The statement
reserves.
• The possible
on casualty

of

of

actuarlal

statement
of
loss reserves,

the

enrolled

opinion

opinion

on

which

actuary.
llfe

may

and

health

become

reaulred

I think we would agree
that not all members
of the Academy
are
necessarily
qualified
to render
such certifications
and opinions
in all areas
of practice•
in view of that fact,
what should
the Academy
do?
What
we have done to date is to appoint
a
special
committee
to make recommendations
to the Board
of
Directors•
The final
report
of this committee
w111 be in the
same mailing
as the risk classification
statement
of princlples
later
thls week and we are inviting
your comments
on thls
committee
report
as well.
It will demand
a lot of attention
of the Academy
Board
of Directors
over the next several
months
and we are looking
for input from the membership
of the work
of this committee.
The past year has also
witnessed
an extensive
overhaul
of the
Academy
committee
structure.
Since
the listing
In your 1979
Year Book,
six new committees
were formed,
one was disbanded,
and four were substantially
restructured•
The one committee
disbanded
Is the Committee
on Federal
Relations
and Accreditation.
Thls committee
has been replaced
by three
new committees,
the Committee
on blfe Insurance,
the Committee
on Health
Insurance,
and the Committee
on Property
and Liability
Insurance.
Thls change
was made to reflect
the fact that the
Committee
on Federal
Relations
and Accreditation
had become
obsolete.
The scope
of federal
issues
in whlch
the actuarial
profession
is Interested
is far too broad
to be effectively
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handled
by one committee.
It also became
apparent
that the
greatest
weakness
In the former
structure
was In the insurance
area, since active
committees
were already
in existence
for
pensions
and for social
Insurance.
The three committees
should
provide
a greatly
expanded
capacity
to deal wlth issues
In the
various
Insurance
areas.
These
new committees
will also monitor
any NAIC activities,
as well as thOSe at the federal
level.
Another
new committee
IS the Committee
on Life Qualifications,
which will develop
proposed
standards
of guallflcation
to be
applicable
to those
actuaries
signing
statements
of opinion
on the annual
statement.
This committee
parallels
an existing
Committee
on Property
and Liability
Qualifications.
The
Investment
Committee
has been appointed
to develop
and monitor
an investment
Program
to improve
the yield
on Invested
funds.
The final new committee
is the Committee
on Long Range
Plannina,
which wlll consider
the future
direction
the Academy
ShoUld
be taking.
Two committees
were restructured
by the creation
of permanent
sub-commlttees
and task forces
to more effectively
deai with
the growing
multlplicity
of Issues.
These committees
are the
Pension
Committee
and the Committee
on Risk Classification.
The Committee
on Guides
to Professional
Conduct
has been
reorganized
to reflect
the greater
degree
of cooperation
and
coordination
among
the various
actuarial
organizations
that
has developed
In this most important
area.
The former
structure,
in which
each oraanization
maintained
a separate
committee,
has been replaced
with one committee
for all, which
should
siqnIflcantly
reduce
the duplication
of efforts
and confusion
created
by multiple
committees.
It is important
to note that
the governing
board
of each organization
retains
the right
to
accept
or reject
any proposed
new or modified
Guide
or OPinion,
but hopefully
the number
of discrepancies
amona
the Guides
and
Opinions
of the various
organizations
will be minimized.
The
final
committee
to be restructured
is our Committee
on State
Relations
and Accreditations.
We currently
have a special
ad
hoc task force
developing
a Proposed
restructuring
for this
committee,
so that the Academy
can more effectively
deal wlth
state-by-state
issues.
A number
of strides
have been made in connection
with Academy
publications
during
the past year.
The most significant
of
these has been the incorporation
of Academy
statements
into
the 0.Q_IIJl_l. By now you should
have received
two new hard-bound
JJ_LKI_3/_, a retroactive
Issue
for 1977 and a regular
issue
for
1978.
It is intended
to continue
to publish
the new,
expanded
_ZlaJ.
on an annual
basis.
Although
many of these
Academy
statements
have been the subject
of _
articles
and
all of them are listed
in the N_w__
we believe
that the
Inclusion
of the statements
In the Q_urnal
is necessary
to Keep
the membership
more fully
Informed
about
Academy
activity
In
filing
statements
and position
papers
to external
audiences,
and It is also important
in building
a permanent,
historical
record
of thls important
activity.
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We have also tried
to, improve
the I_.K_/_.2._
as a vehicle
to
keep the membership
better
informed
about
Academy
activities.
In addition
to the obvious
aesthetic
changes
you may have
noticed,
a number
of new features
have been added.
Among
these
are a table of contents;
periodic
reports
from the President,
Editor,
and Executive
Director;
checklists
of statements;
Intervlews
with leading
PublIc
figures;
and special
subject
supplements
on toplcs
of particular
interest
in greater
depth.
One final
item to note in connection
with Academy
publlcatlons
is that the popular
list of Members
by Business
Connection,
which
has not been produced
since
July l, 1977, will aaaln
be
available
wlth a new edition
in early
1980.
Consideration
is
also being given
to the possibility
of including
a geographical
breakdown
along
wlt_ the breakdown
by business
connectlon.
In summary,
it
We would always
concerning
the

has been a busy and excltino
welcome
the suggestions
of
activities
of the Academy.

year for the
the membership

Academy.

MR. JAMES
J. MURPHY:
You Probably
have seen the announcements
regarding
some significant
changes
being
made in our education
and examination
syllabus.
This Project
has been and is a major
effort
for the E&E Committee.
For your information
I have
supplied
a handout
which
outlines
the 1981 examination
syllabus.
ThlS represents
the revisions
in syllabus
content
and structure
which are being
initiated
this fall and will be completed
with
the 1981 syllabus.
Our hand-out
also includes
an outline
of
transition
credits
for the current
exams.
Let me very briefly
outline
the content
Of this handout.
The
new syllabus
will consist
of 10 exams.
These
are organized
into three
subdivisions:
Parts
I-5 cover
Actuarial
Mathematics;
Parts
6 and 7 cover
Introductory
Actuarial
Practice;
and Parts
8, 9 and 10 cover
Advanced
Actuarial
Practice.
The transition
arrangements
for Parts
3, 4 and 5 are straightforward
and wlll
be in effect
over three exam sessions
beginning
thls fall through
the fall of next year.
With respect
to Parts
6-I0,
we were
able to develop
a fair and slmple
transition
approach,
which
gives
credit
for entire
exams
without
the need for fractional
credlts
or a limited
transition
period.
This will make the
changeover
to the new syllabus
less traumatic
for both
the
students
and the E&E Committee.
c,o______hjs

e ao@is

I would
like to talk with you about
the several
goals
we had
in mind as we developed
the new syllabus,
and how we believe
that syllabus
meets
those goals.
Goal

I:

To select
and appropriately
organize
actuarial
educatlon
material
in such a way that the study
of actuarial
science
is relevant
to the Practice
of actuarial
science.
For example,
we are including
the topics
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relating
to mortality
and morbidity
tables
(sources
and characteristics,
and Practical
aspects
of
construction
and graduation)
with the topics
relating
to pricing
and valuation.
Thls puts them right
where
they belong
in terms
of their
application
in settlna
assumptions
for pricing
or valuing
various
financial
security
programs
that we deal with.
Another
example
involves
linking
rlsk theory
with basic
contingency
theory.
This is done in the new contingency
text now
being
prepared
by the E&E Committee.
As a third
example,
the toPics
of Pension
valuation
and Pension
funding
will
be covered
together
rather
than In separate
exams as they are in the current
syllabus.
Goal

2:

To Improve
and update
the mathematical
content
of our
exams
and make that content
more relevant
to Dractlce
of actuarial
science.
The subjects
that are covered
in Parts
2-5 should
provide
a basis
for the material
in the advanced
exams,
particularly
for their
aPplication
within
the advanced
topics.
Our new
contingency
text will go a long way toward
meetlna
this ooal as it wlll provide
a variety
of examples
which
apply
the Paslc
theory
to all aspects
of actuarial
practice.
This text will also provide
a better
llnk
with our statistics
covered
in Part 2, since
the book
will build contingency
theory
on a Stochastic
or random
variable
basis.
Another
change
is the introduction
of mathematical
forecasting
to Part 2, which will
lay
a base for the application
of forecasting
technlques
in the economics,
investments,
and remortino
areas
covered
in Parts
8 and 10.

Goal

3:

To provide
a flexible
system
of actuarial
education
that can more readily
adapt
to and meet the needs
of
existing
and emerqing
actuarial
specialties.
In order
to provide
a sound
basis
for thls flexibility,
the
new exam structure
PrOVides
a foundation
of
intermediate,
practlce-oriented
education
following
the mathematical
content
of Parts
I-5.
The new Parts
6 and 7 do this by Introducing
the student to the
various
"financial
security
programs"
that actuaries
deal with.
The basic
actuarial
aspects
of these
programs
from both the Insurance
and employee
benefit
areas
are covered.
Part 7 also provides
flexibility
for the student,
allowing
a choice
of both a specialty
area and a national
emphasis.
However,
whatever
the
specialty
area
chosen,
the student
will also cover
the basic
material
In the other
specialty
area.
_ith the foundation
of Parts 6 and 7 providing
a "common
core"
education,
we are able to set uP a very flexible
structure
of advanced
study of actuarial
Practice
in
Parts
9 and IO.
These
advanced
exams
provide
flexibility
for the E&E Committee
to adapt
and chanae
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their
content
as apPropriate
in
the
future,
They
also
provide
flexibility
for the students,
permitting
them
to choose
from the three
areas
of study
those
in which
they want to specialize.
The difference
from the
approach
in Part 7 Is that once the student
makes
the
selection
of primary
and secondary
areas
for Part
9
or I0, that is the only material
covered
by the student.
The students
will not cover
any material
on areas
which
they do not choose.
The setup
for Parts
9 and IO also permits
more
flexibility
in the amount
of material
we can provide
for advanced
education
in each area of study,
while
at the same time not increasing
the material
reauired
of our students
to attain
FellowshiP.
Thls structure
will permit
future
expansion
via subdivision
of existing
areas
of study
or the addition
of new areas
of study
as appropriate
to meet the needs
of our profession,
without
a major
overhaul
of the basic
structure
of
the examinations.
Goal

4t

To Improve
sianiflcantly
both the content
and
organization
of educational
material
for employee
benefits
actuaries.
The new contingency
text will
specifically
include
examples
of applications
in the
flelds
of employee
benefits
and pension
plans.
By
combining
the topics
of valuation
and funding
in the
same exam,
we present
a more logical
approach
to these
topics.
By eliminating
advanced
coverage
of Purely
insurance
topics
for the Pension
actuary,
we permit
the introduction
of new and more appropriate
advanced
pension
material.
I think
many would
aaree
that the
advanced
coverage
of Insurance
law, accountina,
and
taxation
on the current
Part 9 was never
really
appropriate
for the pension
actuary.

Goal

5:

To meet the growing needs of the better
educated
actuaries
in the fields
of economics
and Investments.
These
topics
have
become
extremely
ImPortant
In all
areas
of actuarial
practice.
They are at the heart
of much of what we do as actuaries.
Thus we have set
aside
one entire
exam to deal with these
areas
in depth.
By covering
these
topics
at the Part
8 level
we can
assume
knowledge
o£ material
of a basic
nature
In Parts
6 and 7 and therefore
emphasize
the relevance
of
economics
and investments
to the Various
areas
of
actuarial
practice.
This
will
then provide
environmental
background
for advanced
studies
of
actuarial
practlce
in Parts
9 and 10.

Goal

6:

To improve
our treatment
of natlonally-orlented
material.
The current
Part
9 was an excellent
first
step In this directlon.
However,
this exam provides
a national
orientation
only
for insurance
topics.
In our studies
of the need
to improve
pension
education,
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we found
that there was a definite
need for a fourway split
(Insurance
and Employee
Benefits,
U. S. and
Canada),
as we have now provided
in a new Part 7.
We have also expanded
the concept
of national
specialty
by providing
for selection
of a national
emphasis
in
the Primary
Areas of Study for Parts 9 and I0.
As
we develop
material
for the new syllabus,
we will keep
two concepts
In mlnd wlth respect
to national
material.
First,
we want to maintain
the educational
benefits
to all students
of presenting
the "lllumlnating
differences"
between
the approaches
in Canada
and the
U.S.
Second,
we want as far as possible
to separate
the studies
of specific
national
details,
particularly
as they relate
to law and regulations.
As we see the
new syllabus,
Part 7 will tend to present
more of these
national
details,
split as they are between
Canada
and the U.S.
Given
the strong
interrelationships
and
similarities
with respect
to U. S. and Canadian
economics
and investments,
Part 8 wlll ProVlde
a single
exam with
no national
SPlit,
but wlth an emphasis
on
natlonal
differences
where appropriate.
Parts
9 and
10 will provide
a combination
of national
specialization
and illuminating
differences.
Goal

7:

To provide
a system
which
is more adaptable
to meetlnq
the needs
of the various
Joint
sponsors
and
administrators
of our examinations.
We believe
that
this will foster
the ultimate
objective
of a single
system
of basic
actuarial
education
for all specialties,
including
the casualty
specialty.
The new contingency
text will include
examples
of applications
of all areas
of actuarial
practice.
Wlth the addition
of new Part
4 to the three
exams already
Jointly
sponsored
by the
Society
and the Casualty
Society,
we will have
lengthened
the "stem
of the ¥" as we call It of our
two examination
structures.
Our restructurlno
along
with recent
changes
or future
changes
in other
actuarial
education
systems
wlll increase
the parallelism
between
these
systems.
This will permit
further
expansion
of Joint
exams
in the future.
As a final example
in
this area,
I would
note that we have also incorporated
the jointly
sponsored
Enrolled
Actuaries
exam directly
into the new syllabus.

Finally,
while
not related
to a specific
goal,
the revision
and restructuring
process
can have certain
general
benefits
for the educational
system.
Whenever
a major
change
is made
in the educational
system,
an opportunity
is presented
to correct
the various
minor
flaws
and make other
major
changes
that would
be more difficult
to bring
about
by themselves
without
the
revision
and restructuring
efforts
taKinG
Place.
For example9
with the restructuring
we are moving
the baslc
topics
of
Insurance
valuation
and accounting
to an earlier
examination
level.
Thls will correct
a frequent
criticism
of our current
structure.
Also,
with today's
rapidly
changlng
environment,
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we need a more futuristic
viewPolnt
in our education
process.
This
can and will be done as we develop
new materials
and revise
existing
materials
for the new syllabus.
The Committee
on
Futurism
is helping
us with thls effort.
In addltlon,
outdated
materials
can be eliminated
or updated
as the topics
are newly
defined
and new materials
developed.

C_
A major
revision
in the organization
and content
of the education
and examination
structure
has a significant
impact
on our
Society.
It is certainly
somewhat
disruptive
and it is also
quite
exciting
and even inspiring.
I see this latter
point
very
clearly
in the enthusiasm
and dedication
of the many
volunteers
who are working
hard on the implementation
of these
revisions.
We think
that the goals
and benefits
of the major
revisions
and restructuring
now taking
place
are valuable
and timely,
and indeed
are essential.
We also belleve
that we have designed
a new syllabus
in such a way that future
changes
can be more
evolutionary
than revolutionary
within
this new flexlble
structure.
MR. MARK CHESNER:
You've
mentioned
that you've
corrected
perhaps
a minor
flaw and yet I wonder
If I have discovered
a major
flaw
In the new system.
I, llke many,
had a tougher
time passing
the llfe contingencies
exam than Part 3 and Part 5 in my
syllabus.
It would
appear
to me that If I were a very good
student
in the theory
of interest
and a very good student
in
the mathematics
of demography
and construction
and a marginal
student
In llfe contingencies
that I could
get full credit
now
In passing
Parts
4 and 5 whereas
I could
have not passed
the
old Part 4 by itself.
I am wonderlna,
since
llfe contingencies
had been what I think
the most difficult
of all the tests,
whether
we are now lowering
our standards
In this case?
MR. MURPHY:
l'm not sure I fully
agree
wlth your statement.
If you have old Part 3 you get credit
for the compound
interest
portion
and numerical
methods
in the new Part 3 and you also
get credit
for the compound
interest
of new Part 4.
MR. CHESNER:
all the exams
70's.

I'm assuming
l'm
from now compared

a new student
havlnq
to pass
to what I did back in the early

MR. MURPHY:
We are covering
the topic
of llfe contingencies
In two exams
-- both Part 4 and Part 5.
In the Part 5 level
it will be advanced
contingency
theory
wlth applications
in
many areas.
I don't
think
we've
weakened
the position
of the
Society
in making
that the strongest
element
of our basic
mathematical
content.
I guess
I Just disagree
wlth your
statement.
I don't
think
anyone
could
get through
the exams
now without
a solid background
in contingency
theory.
The two
topics
that will be with contingency
theory
on Part 5,
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mathematics
of construction
and mathematics
of demography,
are
essentially
applications
of contlngency
theory,
and the package
tooether
presents
a Pretty
complete
contlnqency
education.
MR. CHESNER:
Some years
back there
was a survey
in which
the
Society
asked
all Fellows
which
of the exams
they considered
to be not difficult,
moderately
difficult,
or very difficult.
AS I recall,
about
60_ considered
the old Part 4 very difficult
and not more than 20% put any other
exam
in that category.
I believe
that Part 4 was the most difficult
by far and
personally
I had a much easier
tlme with Part 3 and Part 5.
It took a very smart person to pass the exam based on Jordan's
text in the past,
and I believe
it's much easier
now.
MR.
and
_

MURPHY:
We
I think
the
tough
exam.

had a discusslon
in a recent
meeting
about
this
E&E Committee
has also felt the old Part 4 was
We now think
that Part 5 will be that exam.

MR. JEFFREY
NOHL:
golnQ
to remain
at

I was wondering,
flve exams?

is

the

Associate

level

MR. GRACE:
That question
is still
under
study.
There
was
report
made to the Society'S
8oard
and it's still
belno
considered
by the Society's
Executive
Committee.

stlll

a

MR. NOHL:
I have been very concerned
about
the educational
requirements
for Associateshlp
in the Society
ever
since the
Academy
amended
Its membership
requirements.
As members
of
the Academy,
Associates
have the ability
to sign annual
statement
blanks.
I realize
that the Academy
quldes
to Professional
conduct
prohibit
a member
from glvlng
advice
when he is not
quallfled
to do so.
However,
I am sure there are people
who
consider
themselves
quallfled
to sign annual
statements,
when,
In fact,
they are not.
Certain
unwary
people
might
infer
expertise
on these
indlvlduals
from membership
in the Academy
and I consider
this a dangerous
situation.
The principal
problem
I perceive
is that Associates
in the
Society
have not demonstrated
any knowledge
of accounting
for
annual
statement
purposes
or valuation
of liabilities.
Knowledge
of these
two topics
is
crucial
to an ability
to sign annual
statement
blanks
responsibly.
Restructuring
of the exam syllabus
has left these
two topics
on Part 7.
Therefore,
it seems
ImPeratlve
to me that Associateship
in the Society
of Actuaries
should
be revised
to include
only those
individuals
who have
completed
the first
seven
exams.
This would
be comparable
to
standards
set by the Casualty
Actuarial
Society.
MR. HAROLD
G. INGRAHAM:
What's
E&E's
working
relationship
wlth
the Joint
Board
In developing
the Jointly
sponsored
Enrolled
Actuaries
Examination
-- has it been serene,
tortuous
or what?
MR. MURPHY:
It's tortuous
one to quote

Our General
Chairman
but we get the job
because
he's had to

Jack Paddon
is quoted
as sayino
done.
I guess Jack's
a good
take the responsibility
of
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working
with the Joint
Board
and with ASPA;
and since
the Society
Is really
the administering
organization
for these exams,
It
all is centered
around
our E and E Committee
in our office.
I think
that's
perhaps
being
a little
bit too strong.
As with
any new relationship,
both sides
have to learn
to olve and take
a little
bit.
I don't
think
things
are golno
as smoothly
as
the optimists
mioht
have thought
they would go, but neither
are they going
as poorly
as the pessimists
might
have thought
originally.
We're
going
to have the exams,
we're oolno
to give
them in November,
we will then grade them.
I think the key
in the process
will be the grading
and pass-mark
setting
process
and we're
optimistic
that that will gO smoothly
and having
gone
through
this administration,
future
administrations
will be
much smoother.
MR. RALPH
EDWARDS:
This current
change
seems
to have come along
quite
preclpltously.
At Loyola
College,
where
our courses
are
based
on the Society
examinations,
the rapid
change
has Given
us problems.
May we expect
the future
changes
to come more
slowly
so we wlll have tlme to absorb
them beforehand?
MR. MURPHY:
AS I said at the end, we hope that the new structure
will provide
us the ability
to evolve
rather
than revolutionize
when change
becomes
necessary.
We dld have several
years
of
study behind
us before
these
decisions
were made,
particularly
with respect
to pension
education
and the developlng
changes
in mathematical
content.
Certain
activities
occurred
which
gave us a catalyst
-- but it was well conceived.
NOW is the
time to pull
it all together
and come up with a structure
that
will minimize
the need for this kind of change
In the future.
MR. INGRAHAM:
In the Summer
of 1978,
Paul Barnhart
prepared
an illustrative
outline
of a "Stand-ready"
mechanism
for
formation
of specialty,
or special
interest,
sections
and
conferences
within
the soclety
of Actuaries.
His purpose
in
doing
so was to stimulate
innovative
thinking
within
the Society,
which
might
lead to the creation
of a more flexible
oroanlzation
better
able to cope with the difficult
issues
relating
to merger
or reorganization
Of the actuarial
profession.
As a result
of Paul's
report,
the Task Force
on Special
Interest
was formed
by the Executive
Committee
during
the Fall of 1978,
as part of their
long range
Planning
process.
The Task Force
was directed
"to explore
how the Society
could
best provlde
for the needs eT specialties
and/or
speclal
Interest
groups
that either
now exist
within
the membership
or else may be likely
to evolve
within
the membership
In the near future."
In
particular,
the Task Force
was asked
to first
develop
broad
princiPles,
quldellnes
and concepts
for discussion
wlth the
Executive
Committee
this past spring
-- and to then Prepare
a complete
report
for consideration
by the Executive
Committee
last month
and then the Board
here in Bal Harbour.
Also,
as
you know,
the Task Force
has elicited
responses
from the
membership
through
a questionnaire
sent out thls summer.
The
purpose
of the questionnaire
was to seek out the special
needs
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and characterlstlcs
of the membership,
them wlth the concept
of Sections
and
I'm going
to attempt
to first
summarize
recommendatlons,
second
brlefly
discuss
the concept
of Sections
and Divisions,
interpret
the guestlonnaire
responses.
f._nclu_ons

as well
Divisions.

as

to

acquaint

our concluslons
and
Society
governance
and
and thlrd
summarize
and

an___J_commf..lllj.Q,_.Jj_j%:

The Task Force has concluded
that there
is a need for better
recognition
of the sPecial
needs
of Society
members.
Thls
conclusion
has been
heavily
influenced
by the questlonnalre
responses,
and also by a review
of the trends
that have been
developing
within
the Society
over the past several
years
and
In the actuarial
profession
as a whole,
we have recommended
the creation
of Special
Interest
Sections
of the Society
to
evolve
from,
and be an extension
of, the Contlnulno
Education
Committee
-- wlthin
a structure
designed
and approved
by the
Board.
The Task Force has also concluded
that there
is a need for better
representation
of the various
groups
of members
within
the
Society,
particularly
in specialty
interests,
and that the
general
governance
of the Society
be more flexible
and responsive
to North American
actuarial
requirements.
We have developed
and presented
the concept
of Divisions
designed
to solve this
problem,
but we will not be recommending
that It be implemented
right now.
Most actuaries
seem to prefer a broadly
designed
profession
that is flexible,
wlth easy access
to all Soclety
activities
and services.
The immediate
need for Divisions
doesn't
seem to be sufficient
right
now to warrant
the concerns
that these members
are likely
to feel, or the very considerable
structural
and admlnlstratlve
changes
that would
be required.
Finally,
we have recommended
Presidents
be increased
from

that
4 to

the
6.

number

of

Society

vlce-

I shall also note that the Task Force did not attempt
to
determine
or define
the purpose
of the Society
or to construct
a long-range
plan for the Society.
Both are part of an ongoing
process
that's
now being
carried
out bY the Executive
Commlttee.
And, in a sense,
the work of this Task Force
is itself
part
of the Society's
long-range
planning
activity.
_J.Qns
The purpose
of Specialty
Sections
Within
the Society
would
be
to encourage
and facilitate
the Professional
development
of
members
-- through
meetings,
seminars
and literature
more
responsive
to specialties
within
the actuarial
profession.
Relative
to the current
committee
structure,
we perceive
that
a significant
advantage
can be achieved
in a shift
to 5peclaltY
sections
through
increased
capacity
and opportunity
for
participation
In special
areas
by Society
members.
However,
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thls recommendation
also recognizes
the need for broad
development
of actuarles
and the access
of all members
full range of Society
activities
and services.
What

are

some

of

the

things

the

Specialty

Sections

might

to

the

do?

They would be assigned
responsibility
for special
purpose
meetings,
as well as special
purpose
content
for themes
of the
regular
meetings
-- In essentially
the same way as responsibility
Is currently
assigned
to Continuing
Education
Committees,
In
coordination
wlth the Program
Committee.
Speclal
additions
andor
special
segments
of the Record
should
be considered
for
recording
the content
of these meetings.
Specialty
Sections
would
be encouraged
to sponsor
and direct
intensive
seminars
within
their
area of speclalty
for the
education
of members.
Such
seminars
might
be held independently
of, or in conjunction
with,
special
purpose
meetinqs.
Specialty
Sections
would
also be encouraged
to define
and
recommend
research
projects
within
the areas
of special
interest.
In addition,
a Specialty
Section,
with approval
of the Society's
Board,
would
be allowed
to make an expression
of opinion
on
issues
of public
interest
in the same way that a Committee
can
do at present.
The Task Force's
report
deals
in some length
wlth matters
relating
to the formation,
financing,
bylaws,
admlnistration,
and dissolution
of Sections.
Wlth respect
to initial
organization--each
of the current
Committees
on Continuing
Education
and Research
(and any other
appropriate
Committees,
such as the Committee
on Pensions)
could
be asked
to serve as
an organizing
committee
for one or more new Specialty
Sections.
Following
Board
approval
of Sectlon
bylaws,
an invitation
to
Join would
be sent to Society
members.
Tf at least 200 Society
members
responded,
the Sectlon
wlll be authorized
and the
election
of a Section
Council
and officers
would be conducted.
With respect
to financing_
to provide
self-supporting
publications
and meetings
supporting.

a Specialty
Section
would
be
services
- - In other words
would
be priced
at a level
to

expected
be

self-

What is the significance
of Sectlons
to the actual
operation
or administration
of the Society?
The Task Force
feels,
at
least
initially,
that Sections
should
have the authority,
and
only the authority,
now vested
with Committees.
In other
words,
the current
relationship
between
Committees
and the Board
(relative
to both autonomy
and control)
would
contlnue
to exist
between
Sections
and the Board.
The Board would
control
the formation,
termination,
bylaws,
and terms of reference
of all Sections.
However,
whereas
at
present
the chairmen
and members
of Committees
are appointed
by the Board,
Sectional
o_flcers
would be elected
from the
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would

be

freely

D._U._LQCuS
The uitimate
granting
of officiaI
recoqnltion
to major special
Interest
groups,
or to potentiai
reorganlzatlonal
ailgnments,
Is probably
best achieved
through
the establishment
of DiVisions.
This would
be responsive
to a Board-lnsplred
or "top-down"
need
for direction,
with the main thrust
being
governance
and
structure.
Thls contrasts
with the Sectlonal
concept,
which
reflects
a "bottom-up"
or "from the members"
thrust.
Under the Divisional
approach,
each Division
would
oversee
a
group
of Sections
and/or
Committees
possessing
some commonality
of interest.
However,
not all Sections
necessarily
need be
included
within
a Division.
The Divisions
would
reflect
an
evaluation
of the needs
of Society
members,
the planned
direction
of the Society,
and the objectives
and sensitivities
of other
actuarial
bodies.
There probably
should
not be more than three
Plvlslons.
The
auestlonnalre
response
has indicated
that the most popular
of
the alternatives
was the one which contemplated
a Division
for
Pensions,
a Division
for all aspects
of Group
Insurance,
and
a Division
combining
Indlvldual
Life and Indlvidua]
Health
Insurance.
Each Division
would
be represented
by a Societv
Vice President
and by one or two Board
members,
elected
by the members
of that
Division.
Each Division
would oversee
a group
of Sectlons
and
Committees
wlth a considerable
degree
of common
Interest.
There
would
be no special
qualification
reoulrement
to join a Division.
It will be reasonable
to expect
that many
Society
members
would
Join more
than one and possibly
all Divisions,
once they were
established.
As I mentioned
earlier
in my remarks,
the Task Force
has
recommended
that no decision
be made to Implement
the concept
of Divisions
at this
time.
We have also recommended
that the
concept
be further
developed
as either
(I) an evolutionary
extension
of the Sectional
concept,
or (2) as a "stand-ready"
mechanism
to facilitate
merger
or reorganization,
or to better
meet identified
membership
representation
needs.
Gave r na_=_
The Task Force
on Special
the Society.
However,
we
would
have some impact
on

Interest
was
did recognize
the Society's

not formed
to restructure
that our recommendation
governance.

Adopting
a rather
narrow
deflnlt1on
of governance,
our proposal
with respect
to Section
does not involve
any governance
Issues.
The Division
concept
does Involve
a change
in governance
but,
as I mentioned
earlier,
we are not recommendlnq
implementation
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of Divisions
now.
Thus,
our proposal
can be put Into effect
without
any change
in governance.
However,
governance
should
probably
be looked
at in a broader
sense
than Just voting
procedures
and top-level
structure.
In this regard
the Task
Force
did have a few Comments
or recommendatlons
in respect
to three
issues.
(i)

We have recommended
that the number
of Vice Presidents
be increased
from 4 to 6 -- all to be elected
at large.
This
would help to ease the considerable
burden
now on
the Society's
President,
It would
make more candidates
available
for the presidency,
and it would also help to
more suitably
structure
the supervision
of the Society's
work.
The addition
of two Vlce Presidents
would
also
be
consistent
with our recommendation
that the Society
make
an evolutionary
change
to greater
recognition
of special
and professional
interests
of actuaries.

(2)

The Task Force
has expressed
concern
about
both the
appearance
and the fact of under-representatlon
of certain
special
interest
groups
on the Board.
An example
is the
under-representatlon
of pension
consulting
actuarles.
In this regard,
if in the future
there
continues
to be
a strong
need for special
interest
representation
on the
board,
it's likely
that it will emerge
from pressure
through
the creatlon
of the Divlslons
andor
appointed
representation
at the Vice President
level.

(3}

We feel that representation
within
the U. S. may now be

_e

s t i o nJ_i.T._R e_

of Board
something

members
of an

by region
anachronism.

o nse s

1593 Fellows
and 718 Associates
took
the tlme to reply
to the
questionnaire
enclosed
with the July
1979 Issue
of The Actuary.
I thln_
that's
a most Gratifying
resPonse
on short
notice.
The questionnaire
included
a brief
outline
of the concept
of
Sections
and Divisions.
The purpose
of the questionnaire
was
to determine
that,
if Sections
and Olvlslons
existed
as part
of the Society's
structure,
then which
ones would
the members
prefer.
We didn't
ask the members
whether
or not they liked
the concept,
primarily
because
the questionnaire
didn't
attempt
to fully
develop
and explain
the concept.
Nevertheless,
there
was a comment
section
at the end of the
questionnaire
which
gave members
the Opportunity
to volunteer
views.
Almost
25% of the respondents
did, including
some views
on Society
activities
that were totally
Irrelevant
to the
Questionnaire.
Here's

a brief

summary

of

the

responses.

An aPproximately
equal
percentage
of FSA's
and ASA's
were
_nterested
in Joining
each suggested
Section.
On the
other
hand,
a much lower
percentage
of resoondents
who
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indicated
"Pensions"
as a major
area of career
specialty,
expressed
interest
in possible
Sections
outside
the area
of Pensions,
than did Indlvldua]s
wlth other
specialties.
•

Interest
was expressed
by a significant
number
of
Individuals
In Sections
whlch
were totally
unrelated
to
the type of current
employment
or major area of current
specialty•
I thlnK
this tells
us that Society
members
are interested
in keeping
abreast
of at least the major
lssues
in areas other than the ones they currently
work
In•
The question
on Society
governance
was deliberately
offered
in a very general
way_ in order
to elicit attitudes
about
the current
"at large"
electoral
process
and about
the
need for specific
functlonal
representation•
44% of the
respondents
indicated
that specific
representations
should
exist,
13_ felt it should
not, the rest were unsure•
Thls indicates
that there may be less resistance
to a
change
in the electoral
process
than mlght
otherwise
have
been expected•
By category
of respondent,
the "yes"
responses
range
from a high of 54X of the Pension
consulting
activities
to a low of 26_ of those employed
In academe•

The comments
ranged
about
equally
over a spectrum
bounded
by
"hate the idea" at one end and "best thing you have ever come
up wlth" at the other•
A falrly large number of comments
told
us that the cover
letter
had not supplled
enough
information
to really
understand
the concepts.
The Positive
comments
were
generally
brief.
The elaborations
pointed
out that the need
for subgrouplng
was essential
because
of the increased
size
of the Society,
because
of the growth
of specialties,
and because
of the fact that many special
_nterests
are not now belng
served.
The negative
comments
for the most part
"splInterlng"
the Society.
The reasons
were that the proposal
would:
be

inconsistent

with

the

•

reduce
career
mobility
"labelled"
by specialty

•

create

additional

eliminate

the

because

under

Society

concern
about
such concern

reorganization
members

would

become

bureaucracy

current

•

still
would
not serve
services
now provided

•

not serve
interests.

members

Concepts

Indicated
given
for

with

"general"

flavor

Canadians
well,
by the CIA
corporate

or

of
and

other

the

Society

mlght

general

duplicate
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As you Know now the concept
of 5ectlons
has been approved
by
the Board
at its meeting
this week and the implementation
is
now as I see it going
to proceed
somewhat
along
the following
lines.
(I)

A Society Vice President
will be assigned
responsibility
for directing
the implementation.
Thls might
start
by that Vice President
assuming
direction
of the Continuing
Education
Committees,
the Committee
on Pensions,
the Committee
on Futurism,
and the Committee
on Professional
Development.
The
President
and the Executive
Committee
should
review
the overall
reporting
structure
of the Executive
Committee
to ensure
proper
balance
of assignments
for each of the Vice Presidents
and Society
Officers
and Board
members.
The recommendations
of the Board
Effectiveness
Committee
should
also be revlewed
once
more.

(2)

The concept
of Specialty
Interest
exposed
to the membership
through
at the SPrina
meetings
next year
actuarial
club meetings.

(3)

The Task Force
will draw uP model
Section
Bylaws
will also propose
a Sectional
election
process.

(4)

The Task
changes.

(5)

The implementation
committee
will Propose
a definite
plan for Board
consideration,
including
the initial
Sectional
structure.
In this regard,
two approaches
might
be considered.
One would
be to develop
and
test one Or two Specialty
Sections
before
going
any
farther.
The other would be to invite all Continuing
Education
Committees
to convert
Into Specialty
Sections
at one time - this is something
that wlll be under
review
in the next couple
of months.

Force

wlll

review

Sectlons
will be
The Actuary
and
and probably
through

possible

and

constitutional

MR. JOHN PADDON:
Listening
to Harold's
remarKs_
it Is worth
noting
that the Society's
Education
and Examination
Committee
Is already
operating
in many ways Just like the specialty
groups
he envisions.
Our 275-plus
members
more than satisfy
the minimum
membership
requirement.
The specialty
toPics
for our last two
Fellowship
exams,
new Parts
9 and 10, will be split
exactly
along
the individual,
grouP,
and pension
lines
that Harold
mentioned.
Our activities
in the areas
of study
notes_
exam
development,
and exam administration
are intended
to be selfsupporting,
through
adequate
study
note fees and exam fees.
We are bi-national,
with substantial
Canadian
representation
on our various
committees,
and several
Canadian
members
also
Jointly
appointed
by the Canadian
Institute.
Our examination
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and syllabus
committees
meet regularly
to deal wlth toPics
of
Immediate
concern,
which,
In our case,
are the exam development
and gradlna
and the syllabus
updating.
For a number
of years,
we have been conducting
a good deal of dialogue
and interface
wlth all of the other
actuarlal
organizations,
primarily
through
Joint
sponsorship
and administration
of exams.
Organizationally
within
the Society,
we answer
directly
to one of the Vlce
Presidents
and to a Board
Committee,
which
in our case is the
Education
Policy
Committee.
All of the other
actuarial
organizations
have liaison
representation
on this committee.
The One major
difference
in our committee
structure,
from
outlined
by Harold,
Is that our govern_no
board
of General
Officers,
including
myself
as General
Chairman,
is not
democratically
selected
by the Society
membership-at-larQe.

that

If and when other
speclalty
groups
are set up withln
the Society,
or perhaps
in cooperation
with other
actuarial
organizations,
our Education
and Examination
Committee
(as a task-oriented,
Problem-solvlnQ
Group}
can well serve as an ideal
model and
prototype
for how these groups
are and should
be functioning.
MR. INGRAHAM:
JaCk,
as a former
General
you to succeed
me as Part 4 Chairman
so
make the examination
properly
difficult,
your concern
and points
of view.

Chairman
we could
I fully

who appointed
continue
to
appreciate

MR. E. PAUL BARNHART:
I think
the term "division"
or dividing
the Soclety
_nto Sections
Is going
to create
some definite
misunderstandings
as to what the objective
is here.
This by
no means
is meant
to dlvide
the Society
into anything
at all - It's more a matter
of dlverslty
within
unity.
It ls slmPly
permitting
members
who have certain
special
areas
of interest
to have a better
forum,
a more effective
forum
and continuing
forum or medium
in which
to express
and develop
those
Interests.
Additionally
it would
be able to work on a more consistent
and
long term basis
than simply
temporary
appointment
to a Committee.
it would be very important
that, particularly
In further
exposure
of this idea, we not talk about
it in qulte
those
terms as a
"dlvlslon
of the Society".
In reading
a lot of those
comments
that the members
fed back on the questionnaire,
I was struck
that perhaps
the most
serious
concern
on the negative
side that
a lot of people
expressed
was the fear that they would be forced
into compartments
- that everybody
was going
to have to Join
a section
somewhere
- that you'd
have to be in some compartment.
It's very important
that it
be understood
that this Is not
necessary
at all.
As this thing
evolves,
people
will not have
to Joln any Section.
They could
joln three
or four Sections.
They can Join them and then they can droP back out of them.
Thls thing
wlll only succeed
to the extent
that It serves
the
needs
of our members
wlthout
categorizing
them or giving
them
the feeling
that they are obliged
to identify
wlth some Sections.
One other
point
I would
like to clarify.
Harold
the concept
of Divisions
would not be implemented
Everyone
should
understand
that It's possible
It

mentioned
that
at this time.
might never
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be implemented.
In other
words,
this is not something
the Board
has adopted
- some deflnlte
direction
that we're
deflnltely
intending
to pursue
- it's more that this Will be explored
further.
If and when the need
is perceived,
if and when the
Justification
is perceived,
then it could
be implemented.
On
the other
hand,
the sense
of the Board
and TaSK Force
Is that
it was likely
that the need and the Justlflcatlons
for that
would
materialize.
They
foresaw
a need for this and, therefore,
a need to do further
work on it and to be ready
with it if and
when
the need for it was recognized.
MR. JOHN KROEKER:
I think that if you had 3,000 replies
Indicating
some interest
in thls
topic,
then somebody
would
either
be incredibly
stupid
or incredibly
clever
in slatlno
it for this slot in a Society
meeting
when the attendance
would
be predictably
about
25.
I think
that the Society
is oulte
Possibly
in a bit of a disaster
stage
at thls time because
in
Canada
the Canadian
Institute
of Actuaries
is in charge
of any
slgnlflcant
operations,
_nd in the Unlted
States
apparently
anything
of significance
relates
to the Academy
or to Enrolled
Actuarles.
The Society
of Actuaries
still
sets the exams,
but
I'm not sure if they do anything
else.
I would
say as far as
this particular
meetlno
is concerned,
it wouldn't
be terribly
harsh
to suggest
that It was largely
a disaster
If indeed
the
Society
exists
for the members
and wants
to know what the members
thlnM
etc., etc.
The opportunity
for members
to
say anythlna,
as opposed
to pontification
from various
platforms,
is a very
intriguing
contrast
of proportion.
Just
one very small
housekeeping
item -- I have been waiting
for a reply
from a
letter
that I wrote
to the Society
on Auaust
7, and if we have
public
relations
sPecial_sts
I think
we can improve
on that.
MR. GARY CORBETT:
I applaud
the effort
that has gone into
developing
this proposal.
The expansion
of the discussion
format
at Society
meetings,
which
has been evident
In the past,
will
assuredly
progress
further.
I do have a concern
as to the
categorization
that is proposed
for specialties.
This concern
would
be heiohtened
when applied
to Divisions.
The proposal
Provides
for categorization
by Products
(pension,
oroup,
and
individual)
at a time when I see comPanies
moving
away from
organizational
structures
based
on these
traditional
product
distinctions.
Responslbillties
of many actuaries
cut across
product
lines.
Thls is a very Important
matter
since
the success
or failure
of the specialty
groups,
and more certainly
the
Divisions,
could
relate
directly
to the categorization
method
used.
Therefore
I urge your Task Force
and the Board
to reassess
the question
of whether
the tradltlonal
product
line breakdown
is appropriate
for establishing
specialties
and Divisions
_n
the Society.
MR. INGRAHAM:
I will make
this comment
-- that this particular
Issue
probably
has caused
more debate
and discussion
and diverse
opinion
than all the others
combined
on the Task Force.
And
the other
observation
is that this preference
in the
questionnaire
was a dominant
one among
the three
alternatives.
It was about
2 to I on each of the other
two.

